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ABSTRACT
Many citizens consume information on government policies from
the mass media. Consequently, biases existing in the policy dis-
course in media sources may influence citizens’ understanding of
the policies, about how they may affect diverse communities. These
biases may also get amplified further through social media if it
simply echoes the biases of mass media content. We build methods
to quantify media bias in terms of preferred treatment given to cer-
tain issues corresponding to four economic policies, and alignment
observed with the ideological stance of different political parties.
We also examine how the social media community of followers of
these media houses contribute to the policy discourse. Other than
being one of the first large scale studies in the Indian context, our
work contributes towards creating a standardized methodology to
assess the ideological stance of a news-source, and its alignment
with the social media discourse of its follower community. We find
that the Indian mass media exhibits bias towards certain aspects or
topics related to policy events. It also provides a significantly high
coverage to aspects concerning the middle class and to political
statements, neglecting the aspects directly relevant to the poor.
Additionally, we find evidence of bias also in the representation
provided to different political parties in the media. Social media
seems to echo these biases rather than mitigate them. The tools and
methods developed in this work can be useful for media watchdog
institutions to call out biases in the media, and advocate for more
complete coverage of issues across different news sources.
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1 INTRODUCTION
News media is known to inform public opinion on different gov-
ernment policies. It shapes how people think about these policies,
and even what specific aspects (topics of discussion) of the policies
people think about [31]. This influences the citizens’ acceptability
towards a policy. A biased media often prevents citizens from form-
ing a balanced viewpoint related to government policies, which can
skew voting decisions and impact public well being. Thus, analysis
of media bias is an important area of study. Through this work, we
intend to study the bias in the Indian news media.

Biases in media can take different forms such as coverage bias on
how much attention is given to a policy or to its different aspects,
selection bias on the amount of coverage given to different people or
political parties, and sentiment bias on how positively or negatively
different aspects and entities are represented in media [50]. Such
biases inherently arise due to difference in ideologies, political
affiliations, and commercial models of these outlets [18, 27, 43].

These biases influence the priorities that the readers place on var-
ious policies and their aspects. The biases in mass media, along with
the impact they have on the prioritization of issues by the readers,
is called agenda setting. To study this effect, we analyze different
forms of biases in representation of the policy issues in Indian mass
media, and compare it with the social media content on these policy
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issues to determine the concordance between these two spheres of
expression of public opinion. We also study the effect of framing
[12] in Indian mass media, by seeing how the newspapers talk about
the policy from the perspective of five different constituencies of
the poor, middle class, informal sector, corporate, and government.
We use data from seven highly popular Indian news-sources in
terms of circulation in this study, namely The Times of India (TOI),
The Hindu (Hindu) Hindustan Times (HT), The Indian Express (IE),
The Telegraph (TeleG), The New Indian Express (NIE), and Deccan
Herald (DecH).

We examine the discourse on four economic policies in Indian
mass media, and build a technological framework to quantify the
bias existent in it. The policies considered in this study are De-
monetization [32], Aadhaar [2], GST [14], and Farmers’ Protest [29],
each of which is an actively debated policy issue. We describe them
briefly here: (a) Demonetization: A policy event where the gov-
ernment on 8 November, 2016 banned all 500 INR and 1000 INR
banknotes with the motive of curtailing the use of illicit and coun-
terfeit cash used to fund illegal activity and terrorism. The move
was widely criticized owing to multiple problems caused to com-
mon people due to sudden depletion of liquidity, irregularities in
norms of exchanging old currency notes, cash exhaustion in ATMs,
etc. (b) Aadhaar: An initiative by the government to give every
Indian resident a biometric-based unique identification number.
The issue has been criticized owing to lack of security and pri-
vacy in citizens’ data collection and storage mechanisms, and also
because of an allegedly faulty implementation of the platform or
use of the platform by different agencies. (c) Farmers’ protest: A
series of protests by farmers in India including the ones at Madhya
Pradesh (Mandsaur protest) and Maharashtra (Kisan long march)
demanding better prices for production of crops, loan waivers, and
forest rights, among others. The issue is highly active politically
with significant involvement of different politicians and political
parties. (d) Goods and Services Tax: An indirect tax levied in
India on the sale of goods and services at each step of the pro-
duction value-chain with an effort towards formalization in the
industry and simplification of multiple types of taxes which pre-
ceded the GST regime. Since its implementation there have been
intense debates though on its complexity and problems in imple-
mentation which have impacted the overall growth of the economy.

We apply a mix of computational and qualitative analysis tech-
niques to analyze the coverage, sentiment, and selection bias exis-
tent in mass media along three axes, namely ideological affiliation,
political affiliation, and audience affiliation of news-sources. The
first axis of ideological affiliation tells us the aspects or topics about
policies that are dominantly covered by news-sources, and the
different frames through which their articles are presented. With
respect to this axis, we report the following research questions and
findings: (RQ-1a) Are news sources biased on the amount of coverage
they give to different aspects about the policy? Our analysis suggests
that the mass media is significantly biased in terms of the cover-
age they provide to various aspects corresponding to each policy.
(RQ-1b) Do news-sources have a bias towards or against frames like
pro/anti poor, pro/anti middle class, pro/anti government, pro/anti
informal sector, and pro/anti corporate? We do find evidence of mass
media’s bias towards the different frames that represent immediate

concerns of different sections of people. Except Farmers’ Protests,
the news-sources show a conspicuous lack of coverage to the imme-
diate aspects of the poor. On the other hand, all the other policies
exhibit preferential coverage of political statements and aspects im-
mediately impacting the middle class. A likely factor contributing
to this may be the primary audience of the mass media, which does
not include the poor, due to issues of literacy and digital access [26].
Our findings of the lack of coverage provided to aspects related to
the poor are also corroborated by other reports [7].

The second axis of political affiliation tells us if the news-sources
mostly prefer to write for or against a political party, and along
this axis, we address the following research question: (RQ-2) Is the
mass media biased towards one of the two major political parties? We
find that the news-sources vary in the biases shown towards the
two largest political parties in India, with respect to the coverage
provided to the statements by and about the politicians belonging to
them. These biases are also corroborated by the commonly believed
political affiliations of these sources.

Finally, the last axis of audience affiliation tells us how the read-
ers or followers of news-sources present their content on social
media, if they propagate similar biases on social media, and ex-
hibit diversity in news consumption. Along this axis, we report
the following research questions and findings: (RQ-3a) Are some
news-sources more closely aligned with their readers (followers on
social media) than others? The social media readership is seen to
be strongly aligned to their favorite media houses in terms of the
aspects that they post about on the four policies. (RQ-3b) Do peo-
ple tend to follow multiple news sources or just a single source on
social media? A significant number of readers are found to however
diversify their news consumption in terms of the number of news-
sources followed. (RQ-3c) Among those who follow multiple news
sources, do they follow those which have similar ideological or politi-
cal affiliations, or different ones? Readers are also found to diversify
their news consumption in terms of the political and ideological
affiliations of these sources. Thus, while social media tends to lead
to echo chambers [8, 46], we find that a significant fraction of users
do follow news-sources with diverse political and ideological af-
filiations. The answers to these research questions provide strong
hints towards the agenda setting and framing effects exercised by
the Indian mass media that might lead towards influencing public
opinion on key government policies. Our findings are indicative of
biases in mass media and social media, and are consistent across
the four economic policies considered.

Our key technical contribution is a computational framework
that can analyze different forms of media bias for any news event
using large scale web data. The framework is generalizable and can
be used to perform a similar analysis for any event, by adapting it
to use data obtained from any web based source. Our bias analysis
framework can serve to provide indicators to algorithm developers
of search engines and content recommendation platforms, about
the biases embedded in web based content. It can also aid news
readers to ensure diversity in news consumption by informing them
about the biases inherent in multiple news-sources.
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2 RELATEDWORK
We divide studies related to media bias into three parts based on
the three axes of bias analysis presented: (a) Ideological bias in the
mass media, (b) Political bias in mass media, and (c) Diversity of
news consumption in web and social media.

Ideological Bias inMassMedia: Journalists and news-sources
shape public opinion by intentionally or inadvertently creating bias
in their selection, writing, and distribution of news content, thus be-
ing called gatekeepers [47]. Scheufele et al. [54] discuss the concepts
of agenda setting, framing, and priming in mass media that news
sources can impose through their editorial gatekeeping processes.
These three effects together play a significant role in influencing
public opinion on socio-political aspects. Some examples of study-
ing such ideological biases are as follows.

Some papers find evidence of selection and coverage biases to-
wards events or news stories redleading to ideological biases. Saez-
Trumper et al. [51] study selection and coverage biases for 80 news-
sources and their social media communities, and establish that these
biases reflect the regional priorities of the communities, rather than
their political inclination. The problem of countering such biases
through consumption of news from diverse sources is addressed
by Bourgeois et al. [9], who compare selection of events across
news-sources, and recommend a set of sources to ensure a diverse
coverage of events.

Some other works find evidence of framing biases in mass media.
Mudliar and Pal [41] study the coverage of the Indian indigenous,
low cost tabletAkash in both Indian and international news-sources,
and find that the reporting chiefly follows four technologically de-
terministic frames of presentation. In one of our previous studies
[56], we find evidence of framing bias in the coverage of ICTD
policies, most of which were found to be presented through a tech-
nologically deterministic frame. News-sources frame stories so as
to appeal to their readers, which can also lead to ideological biases.
Papacharissi et al. [44] study various frames through which ter-
rorist attacks are reported in prominent US and UK newspapers,
and how these frames vary between the two geographies. They
find that other than differences in media ideology and journalism
standards between the two geographies, audience attention is one
of the major factors in deciding these frames. Semetko et al. [55] use
content analysis of newspaper and television stories related to Eu-
ropean politics to identify the dominant frames in them. They find
that news-sources vary in terms of the dominant frames to attract
audience, depending on whether they are serious or sensationalist
outlets.

Our work builds on these studies by not only analyzing the
coverage, selection, and statement biases in Indian mass media, but
also combining them to infer the overall ideological alignment of
prominent news outlets. The ideological axes help us understand the
different constituencies of people the media writes about, and the
way they are representedwith respect to some nationally prominent
economic policy issues. The proposed framework uses a mixed
method approach on large scale news data for this purpose.

Political Bias in Mass Media: While several previous works
on media bias consider political bias of media outlets as part of
their ideological bias, we consider political bias to be a separate
axes. There exist several studies on media bias that study political

biases of media outlets. Chiang et al. [15] bring out evidence of
endorsements provided to political candidates by mass media in
the USA. Gentzkow et al. [25] similarly develop an index to de-
fine a measure of media slant by analyzing key phrases in news
content specific to political ideologies. Munson et al. [48] assign a
political bias score to each media outlet based on whether liberal
or conservative candidates are over or under represented in these
outlets. Budak et al. [11] use crowd-sourcing and machine learning
techniques, and observe that the US media exhibits political biases
by over-criticizing certain parties than others.

On similar lines, we develop a computational approach to study
political affiliations of mass media. Given the objective nature of
reporting of articles in the mainstream media houses considered,
it is difficult to understand the political affiliation of news-sources
at the article level. Thus, using a combination of dependency pars-
ing (an NLP technique to identify grammatical dependencies in
a sentence) and a recursive neural network (ReNN) based deep
learning approach, we identify the political stance of the source at
the statement level. We further aggregate them to obtain the politi-
cal affiliation of the news-sources towards the two major political
parties in India.

There have been several studies in the NLP domain on auto-
matic ideology detection. Sim et al. [61] proposed a Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) based model to understand the evolution of ideo-
logical rhetoric used by politicians during election campaigning,
by inferring mixtures of ideological positions in documents. How-
ever, the model ignores intra-sentential contextual influences. Some
other approaches [1, 33, 42] use topic models at the document level
to analyze bias in news, blogs, and political speeches. Recent works
use attention based models for ideology detection. Gangula et al.
[22] detect political bias in news articles by using news headline
attention using attention based mechanism alongside bidirectional
LSTMs. Sanchez et al. [52] use attention based models like BERT,
XLM-RoBERTa, and M-BERT to detect hyperpartisan news, using
two different text masking techniques.

The advantage of using ReNNs for ideology detection is that
they are capable of detecting bias polarity switches at higher lev-
els in parse trees through phrase-level annotations. These phrase
annotations allow ReNNs to to detect bias in complex sentences
by capturing intra-sentential contextual influences. Additionally,
attention based models require a significant amount of ground
truth data and computational cost to perform well. On the contrary,
ReNNs can leverage phrase level annotations to reduce the volume
of annotated data required in training.

Diversity of News Consumption inWeb and Social Media:
Social media sites like Twitter have enabled people to easily obtain
news from multiple sources. An et al. [4] find that the follower
network of users in social media enable them to receive news from
multiple media outlets on the same topic, and on multiple topics
through their connections to journalists. Scharkow et al. [53] study
the web browsing histories of two large sets of users, and establish
that users are subjected to a significant variety in news consump-
tion on social media. However, while these studies focus on the
number of news outlets followed by users, they do not consider
diversity in terms of the dominant political or ideological alignment
of news content consumed by users. In this direction, some studies
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focus on studying the diversity in political alignment of the con-
tent presented to readers through web based or social media data.
Fletcher and Nielsen [21] use data from 2017 Reuters Institute Digital
News Report to show that contrary to conventional wisdom, social
media seems to add more diversity in terms of political affiliation,
to the news consumed by users. They conduct a survey and divide
the respondents into three groups of news users (those using social
media for news), incidental users (those using social media for other
purposes, but getting exposed to news on social media incidentally),
and non-users (those who don’t use social media). The authors find
that compared to the non-users, not only do the incidental users
get exposed to more news-sources on social media, but also tend
to follow more sources from both left and right leaning ideological
spectrum. Garrett [24] studies the users of two partisan online news
sites, and claims that there is no evidence that readers abandon
news with opposing political affiliations. Messing and Westwood
[36] show that social media increases the probability that readers
select news content with diverse political affiliations, reducing their
chance of getting confined to partisan echo chambers.

However, there also exists a large body of work that contra-
dict the claim that there exists significant diversity in the political
alignment of web based news content. Bakshy et al. [6] study how
Facebook users interact with socially shared news, and find that in-
dividual political affiliations play a strong role in limiting exposure
to cross-cutting content. Dahlgren et al. [17] conduct a longitu-
dinal study over a span of two years and find that in both print
and online news media, people increasingly seek out news that is
consistent with their political ideology. As argued by Feldman [19],
political ideology is a highly stable characteristic in an individual,
when considering the adult population. Our findings reveal that
for the four policies considered, a significant number of followers
of news-sources do tend to diversify both in terms of political and
ideological affiliations of the sources they follow.

The studies mentioned in this section primarily focus on di-
versity in terms of political alignment of news content, we study
diversity in terms of both political and ideological affiliations of
news-sources. While political affiliation represents the preference
of the source towards the two major ruling and opposition parties,
ideological affiliation refers to the dominant frames through which
these sources present their content.

3 METHODOLOGY
We developed a technological framework to analyze media bias
along the three axes. The architecture is shown in Figure 1. We
study biases present in the news presented by seven highly popular
news-sources. These sources have been considered since all of them
are national dailies in English, and the policy events studied in this
work are nationally popular events with widespread coverage. The
selected sources also provide us with a healthy mix of commonly
believed political affiliations, which aids us in analyzing the biases
across the political spectrum.

First, to understand the ideological affiliation of these sources,
we see which aspects of a policy they cover dominantly, and the
frames through which they are presented. We extract aspects from
news articles for a policy using an automated method, calculate the
coverage provided to them, and measure the sentiment slant of the

majority articles belonging to them. Next, we map these aspects
to the dominant frames using qualitative analysis (coding schema).
The results are finally aggregated for each news-source to calculate
its frame alignment.

Second, to find the political affiliation of news-sources, we ex-
tract statements about political parties from news articles, and
calculate their pro/anti political stance at the statement level, un-
like the article level sentiment classification used to understand
the ideological affiliation of news-sources. We aggregate these po-
litical stance scores for each news-source, to calculate its political
affiliation.

Finally, we find the audience affiliation of news-sources by ex-
tracting tweets posted by their followers that contain article URLs,
and map these tweets to the aspects identified. We compare the
aspect coverage of tweets with the news-sources’ aspect coverage,
helping us calculate the alignment of a news-source with its social
media followers. We now elaborate each of these components in
detail.

3.1 Ideological Affiliation: Aspect Extraction
using LDA

To understand the ideological affiliation of news-sources, we study
the various topics of discussion or aspects related to the policies cov-
ered by the news-sources, and the coverage they provide to these
aspects. This helps us understand on which topics a source prefers
to discuss more compared to others, given a policy event. A news
article can belong to multiple aspects simultaneously, depending
on the issues it discusses. Since we do not have these aspects pre-
identified, we use an unsupervised method named Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) to identify them. LDA is a commonly used unsu-
pervised statistical modeling method that maps a set of documents
to unobserved topics, helping cluster similar documents into topic
clusters that can be manually examined and labeled. Here, the doc-
uments refer to media articles, which are mapped to different topic
clusters, or aspects. Our approach in this direction is similar to the
work by Yigit et al. [67] where the authors use LDA to cluster news
events to various aspects using both news articles on the events
and the user comments on them.

A problem with unsupervised methods like LDA is to identify
the optimal number of clusters (or aspects) to be supplied as input
to the method. Since the number of aspects is not known before-
hand in our case, we had to evaluate the clustering performance by
experimenting with a different number of possible aspects. For this
purpose, we used the best performing topic coherence measure as
suggested in the paper by Roder et al. [49], in conjunction with the
PyLDAVis package [60], to visualize and infer the optimal number
of clusters to be specified for each policy. Since LDA maps docu-
ments to topics probabilistically, in our case, an article is mapped to
clusters if the probability of its belongingness as indicated by LDA
is greater than 0.3 (experimentally determined). We further merged
some of the resultant clusters together based on manual analysis
of their articles, and obtained 16 aspects for Demonetization, 14
aspects for Farmers’ Protest, 11 aspects for GST, and 17 aspects for
Aadhar. We also named these clusters after going through this
manual analysis.
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Figure 1: Framework to analyze media bias: Mass media bias is analyzed based on the three axes of ideological, political, and
audience affiliation

To quantitatively see if the resultant clusters are accurate, we
measure the aspect mapping accuracy, in which three annotators
manually studied around 800 articles in total across the four policies.
For each aspect in an event, the annotators went through major-
ity articles in it to name the aspect unanimously. Next, they went
through each article in the aspect to see if the article actually be-
longed to it. This exercise had an inter-coder agreement (measured
using Cohen’s Kappa) of k >= 0.8 for all events. We considered
majority decision to determine the belongingness of an article to
an aspect. Finally, the proportion of articles that actually belong to
the aspects was calculated for each policy to evaluate the mapping
accuracy, which were 85% for Demonetization, 96% for Aadhaar,
81% for GST and 76% for Farmers’ Protest. Minimal manual analysis
is required to evaluate the aspect mapping accuracy, since we start
with LDA identified aspects, and evaluate a small subset of articles
from them. We also mapped the tweets to the mass media aspects
by studying the article URLs that they contain. First, tweets on a
policy event are identified with the help of the media URLs. Next,
these tweets are mapped to the aspects to which the articles in
their URLs belong. Since tweets are concise and sometimes even
grammatically incorrect, tweets without URLs are difficult to map
to media aspects.

3.2 Ideological Affiliation: Article Level
Sentiment Analysis

Alongside aspect coverage, we also need to see how news-sources
write about the constituencies or sections of people, to understand
their ideological affiliation. For this purpose, the sentiment slant of
articles must be obtained. We use the Sentistrength tool for senti-
ment analysis of articles presented in the news-sources considered.
This tool uses a lexicon based approach for sentiment analysis, and
has often been used for sentiment analysis in political text [13].
While state of the art sentiment analysis methods use neural models
like BERT for sentiment analysis, we used Sentistrength for this
study since we do not have sufficient sentiment annotated data
at the article level, and also since the tool provided satisfactory
performance on the data collected. Sentistrength [65] reports TPOS
(positivity) and TNEG (negativity) scores for each article. TPOS
score is in the range of 1 (not positive) to 5 (extremely positive),
and TNEG score is in the range of -1 (not negative) to -5 (extremely
negative). The aggregate sentiment for an article is calculated as the
sum of TPOS and TNEG. To evaluate the accuracy of Sentistrength
in reflecting the article sentiments, we assigned three annotators
the task of annotating the sentiment polarity of 200 articles from
each policy to form the ground truth, using the labels positive, neg-
ative, and neutral. We discretized the Sentistrength scores to three
polarity levels: positive ((1.5,5]), neutral ([-1.5,1.5]), and negative
([-5,-1.5)) based on manual analysis of 50 articles. The annotated
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polarities were then cross checked with the Sentistrength polar-
ity levels for these 800 articles. The agreement was found to be
84% for Demonetization, 76% for Aadhaar, 60% for GST and 84%
for Farmers’ Protest, indicative of a decent performance by Sen-
tistrength.The evaluation of accuracy was done on content that
was nearly balanced across the categories of positive and negative.

3.3 Ideological Affiliation: Article Level
Framing Analysis

Framing is defined as “the selection of a restricted number of the-
matically related attributes for inclusion on the media agenda when
a particular object is discussed" [35]. In other words, framing refers
to the way the media houses shape information to help the audi-
ence process it. One of the ways in which news-sources engage
in framing is by orienting the news content towards or against
specific constituencies. We analyze the ideological affiliation of
news-sources by studying their representation of various frames
through which their articles are presented. This is done by first
identifying some dominant constituencies on which media articles
on the four economic policies are written.

We identify five dominant constituencies that Indian media
houses mostly cover for the policies considered. News around Con-
stituency #1 [poor] consists of aspects about marginalization of
the poor, and their necessary concerns. News about Constituency
#2 [middle class] consists of aspects around lifestyle of the middle
class citizens. News about Constituency #3 [informal sector and
small trades] consists of aspects related to the impact of policies
on the informal sector and small traders. Under Constituency #4
[corporate], news-sources discuss the role of industries in devel-
opment, and how tax breaks and benefits for corporations affect
the society on a whole. Finally, for Constituency #5 [government],
news-sources discuss rational government policies for growth and
development, and approval or criticism of government interven-
tions. Three annotators went through a set of 100 articles from
each policy event, and agreed on these five constituencies as they
dominantly represent the audience or the people towards whom the
mass media presents information about the events, although there
can be many other constituencies that are covered by mass media
pertaining to other policies. The presence of these constituencies in
the Indian media narrative of these policies is also corroborated by
earlier papers [16, 20, 58]. News-sources may present policy events
through different frames, by dominantly supporting or opposing
the cause of these constituencies in their articles. Thus, while cor-
porate is a constituency, news-sources may present policy news
through the pro-corporate or anti-corporate frames.

For each policy event, we map each aspect to frames based on
whether the aspect supports or opposes or is not applicable to the
cause of the constituencies. For example, for the Demonetization
policy, the aspect on Queues at banks and ATMs is classified as
pro-middle class because most articles on this aspect were nega-
tively writing about the problems caused to the common people in
getting cash at ATMs, and thus helping the middle class by drawing
attention to their concerns. The same aspect is classified as anti-
government because negative articles on these aspects generally
criticize the government’s apathy and lack of foresightedness in

handling the issue. These aspect to frame mappings are then aggre-
gated to obtain the dominant frames through which a news-source
presents the constituencies, which tells us whether the way most
articles are written in a news-source support or oppose the cause
of a constituency.

We use qualitative analysis to map the aspects of a policy to one
or more frames. This provides us information on whether majority
articles in the aspect speak for or against the constituency. We
developed a coding schema for each policy separately, for this
purpose. The coding schema is a guide that helps the annotators
to map policy aspects to one or more frames. The schema contains
the normative definition of the constituencies, and example articles
written on them. A snapshot of the coding schema for the policy
Demonetization is presented in the appendix.

Using this schema, three annotators performed aspect to frame
mapping for all policies, each of whom went through around 3000
articles in total (50 articles from each aspect for each policy event)
for this exercise. The aspect to frame mapping is done in three steps:
(a) We first find out the majority sentiment slantm of the articles in
an aspect a (+1 indicates a majority positive or neutral sentiment,
and -1 represents a negative majority), (b) A group of annotators
manually determine if the majority articles of the aspect support
or oppose the cause of a constituency c (stance(a,c)). We divide
stance(a,c) by the majority sentiment (+1/-1), to get the alignment
score (U ) of the aspect w.r.t. the constituency.U can vary between
-1, 0, and +1 for each (aspect, constituency) pair. These scores are
presented in the appendix. (c) The alignment scores (U ) are finally
multipliedwith the aggregate sentiment offset of the aspect (average
of sentiment offset from mean sentiment score of articles belonging
to the aspect) to obtain the aspect to frame mapping. These aspect
to frame mappings are finally aggregated to obtain the ideological
positioning of news-sources w.r.t. the constituencies, or the frames
through which they present policies. This step is detailed in the
Results section.

We evaluated the inter-coder percentage agreement for step (b),
i.e., determining the stance of majority articles in an aspect towards
a constituency, using the percentage agreement calculation method
as described in [63]. The initial mapping exercise had an inter-
coder agreement of 61.33% for Demonetization,76% for Aadhaar,
71% for GST, 74.3% for Farmers’ Protests. We ran another round of
moderation and due deliberation before coming up with the final
mappings after this exercise. Our method of building the coding
schema after rigorously going through the news articles by multiple
annotators ensures that there is minimum bias and subjectivity in
the mapping of aspects to frames. This process of mapping aspects
to frames can be extended to any dataset – although the size of the
entire data analyzed in this work is of the order of millions, the
aspect to frame mapping has been done manually by studying just
3000 articles, i.e., randomly selecting 50 articles from each aspect
for each event (there are around 15 aspects for each event). To
build the coding schema, the annotators studied only 100 articles
from each policy event (400 articles in total), which is a manageable
number for qualitative analysis.
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3.4 Political Affiliation: Statement Level
Ideology Classification

Obtaining ideological affiliation of news sources, as described above,
was done at an article level. We choose to determine the political
affiliation by examining content at the sentence level, since a sen-
tence level approach provides us a fine-grained understanding of a
news-source’s stance on a political party, which is difficult to obtain
at article level.

We study the representation provided by the news-sources to the
two major political parties in India with respect to these policies,
by calculating the stance of the statements made by the news-
sources about these political parties. The four policies considered in
this study were either initiated or accelerated by BJP (the currently
ruling party), while INCwas in opposition. For this purpose, we first
extracted sentences from articles where at least one of these parties
was mentioned. Next, we built a dependency parse tree of each of
these sentences using Stanford CoreNLP [34] to obtain the parts-
of-speech (POS) tags. Rules based on POS tags and the dependency
tree tags can be used to identify statements made about a party.
If the statement is about a political party, the party name appears
as an object (tags dobj/pobj) in the parse tree of the sentence. As
reported in prior work [59], the accuracy of this method is reported
to be more than 85% for the four policies considered.

The statements about political parties are next classified into
pro-party and anti-party, using a Recursive Neural Network (ReNN)
based ideology classifier developed by Sharma et al. [30]. While we
use sentiment slant of media articles to analyze framing, we use the
ReNN based ideology classifier for statements, since statements are
short in length, and their sentiment slants often do not reflect their
ideological stance towards or against a party. This occurs especially
when they contain sarcasm, or complex phrases. The ReNN based
classifier helps us capture such linguistic cues significantly better
than sentiment analysis. The classifier provided an accuracy of 82%
for the task of ideology classification, on a test set of 250 statements
manually annotated for the four policies by the three annotators.

3.5 Audience Affiliation: Aspect Classification
of Tweets

To understand the audience affiliation of mass media, we collect
tweets related to the policy events using keywords pertinent to the
policies (Appendix), and identify those made by the followers of the
news-sources. Next, we select a subset of tweets that contain at least
one article URL belonging to the set of policy articles collected from
mass media. These tweets are then mapped to the aspects to which
the article carried by them belongs. We study the coverage provided
by these tweets to the various aspects corresponding to policies, to
understand the audience affiliation of mass media houses.

4 IDEOLOGICAL AFFILIATION OF MASS
MEDIA

This section covers our analysis of ideological affiliation of news-
sources, in terms of their coverage bias towards various aspects
and dominant frames of news presentation.

4.1 Aspect Coverage Bias
Data and Method: We attempt to answer the research question:
Are news sources biased on the amount of coverage they give to dif-
ferent aspects about the policies? The question relates to the agenda
setting effect of mass media as reported in literature [54]. Agenda
setting is the idea that there exists a correlation between the em-
phasis placed by mass media on certain aspects, and the importance
attributed by the readers to them. We study the emphasis that mass
media places on various aspects in terms of the relative coverage
given to these aspects.

We extract news articles corresponding to the four policies using
a keyword based approach. Non-OpEd news articles belonging
to categories like National, International, Regional, Sports, and
Business are collected, along with the URLs and their meta-data. We
first supply a set of manually selected keywords corresponding to
each policy. After extracting articles containing these keywords, the
keyword set is augmented with newer, relevant keywords (top 20%
scored on TF-IDF) from these articles. These two steps are repeated
until the keyword set becomes static, and the final set of articles is
used to perform our analysis. The final set of augmented keywords
for each policy is shown in the Appendix. We finally use 22302,
13908, 22179, and 85486 articles respectively for Demonetization
(Nov 2016 to Oct 2019), Aadhaar (2011 to 2019), GST (2011 to 2019),
and Farmers’ Protest (Nov 2016 to Oct 2019).

Relative aspect coverage is defined as the proportion of words
in articles belonging to an aspect with respect to the total number
of words across all aspects for a news-source1.

Analysis and Results: The aggregate coverage distribution of
aspects (plots reported in the appendix) shows that there is bias
in aspect coverage across news-sources. While the top aspect gets
a coverage of more than 10% for most policies, the least covered
aspect has an insignificant coverage. We observe this trend even
when we take a look at the highest covered aspects for each event,
on a per-news-source basis. For all policies considered, the top
five aspects covered by every news-source remain more or less
consistent.

To also observe if there exists a significant difference in the treat-
ment of policy aspects by different news-sources, for each source,
we create a vector of the aspect coverage percentage for each policy.
We then obtain the mean aspect coverage percentage for the policy
across all sources, and calculate the Euclidean distance between the
two distributions. Lower the distance, closer is the news-source is to
the mean aspect coverage distribution. The Euclidean distances for
each source is shown in Figure 2. The highest deviation from mean
aspect coverage is mostly shown by IE and Hindu, both of which
are commonly believed to be pro-opposition news-sources [37] for
the timelines considered. Apart from IE and Hindu, most sources
lie significantly close to the mean aspect coverage trend, except
in Aadhaar where a diversity of coverage seems to prevail across
the different news-sources. These results are also corroborated by
the Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) between the aspect coverage
and the mean aspect coverage distributions for each source. Con-
sidering all news-sources for each policy, we find the maximum
values of JSD as 0.031 for Demonetization (IE), 0.04 for Aadhaar

1Thus, we normalize the count of words per aspect, which handles the case of different
news-sources containing different length of articles (and aspects).
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(a) Demonetization (b) Aadhaar

(c) GST (d) Farmers Protest

Figure 2: [RQ1a] Euclidean distance of relative coverage and mean relative coverage for the four policy events.

(Hindu), 0.054 for GST (IE), and 0.052 (Hindu). The significantly
low values of JSD show the conformance of the sources with the
mean trend, and also the maximum deviation exhibited by either
IE or Hindu across policies. We also find the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
2-sample statistic for each news-source for each event, to see how
significant the difference is between the news-source’s coverage of
aspects and the mean relative coverage. We find that the p-values
lie in the range of [0.58,0.99] for Demonetization, [0.19,0.99] for
Aadhaar, [0.74,0.99] for GST, and [0.26,0.86] for Farmers’ Protest.
The high p-values indicate that the difference between the relative
coverage of aspects and the mean relative coverage is insignifi-
cant for all news-sources, indicating news-sources’ tendency to
follow the mean trend of aspect coverage. Thus, we conclude that
while most news-sources seem to closely follow the mean aspect
coverage distribution, there exist differences in the coverage they
individually provide to each aspect.

4.2 Framing Bias
Data and Method: Here, we answer the research question: Do
news-sources have a bias towards or against frames like pro/anti poor,
pro/anti middle class, pro/anti government, pro/anti informal sector,
and pro/anti corporate? We try to analyze the effect of framing in
mass media [54]. We analyze this effect by automatically extract-
ing aspects from the news articles using LDA, and then manually
linking the aspects with one or more frames as described in section

3.3. To map a news-source to a frame, we first calculate the senti-
ment offset of each aspect it covers (equation 2), by aggregating the
weighted sentiment offset of the articles present in the aspect. Next,
these sentiment offsets are aggregated across aspects for the news-
source, by weighing them with the aspect’s alignment towards
constituencies (equation 3 below). Thus, we aggregate the aspect
to frame mappings to obtain the news-source to frame mapping.
We calculate the (news-source,frame) alignment matrix M using
the following equations:

Cian =
ci∑

jϵ (n,a) c j
(1)

San =
∑

iϵ (n,a)

Cian ∗ (Sian − Savд(a)) (2)

M(n, c) =
∑
aϵc

U [a, c] ∗ San (3)

where n represents a news-source, a an aspect, Cian the relative
coverage for the ith article in news-source n belonging to aspect
a, and Sian the compound sentiment score of the ith article for
aspect a. Savд(a) is the average sentiment score of all articles in
aspect a across all news-sources, and c is the constituency. Here,
(Sian −Savд(a)) is the offset of the sentiment of the ith article from
the mean sentiment.U [a, c] is the (aspect,constituency) alignment
value ϵ[−1, 0,+1] (calculation of U has been explained in section
3.3). Thus, the matrixM tells us the different frames through which
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the news-sources present their content by supporting or opposing
the cause of a constituency.

Analysis and Results: To verify if there exists variations in
terms of frame alignment of the sources, we perform a Princi-
pal Component Analysis (PCA) on the 5-dimensional mean frame
vector (mean of the 5-dimensional frame vectorsM(n, ) across all
policies) for each news-source, for the four events. Performing
PCA on the 7*5 matrix (M) provides us with two matrices into
which it is decomposed – a 7*2 news-source matrix, and a 2*5 con-
stituency matrix. We plot both news-sources and constituencies
in the same 2D vector space as seen in Figure 3. A factor analy-
sis is then done to interpret the two principal components. We
map the news-source vectors The first component PC1 (x-axis)
represents the pro-informal sector, pro-middle class and pro-poor
frames on the positive side, and the anti-government and the anti-
corporate frames on the negative side. The second component PC2
(y-axis) represents the anti-government, anti-informal sector and
anti-corporate, frames to the negative side. We observe that TeleG,
a commonly believed leftist news-source, is most aligned to the
frames pro-poor, the pro-informal sector, and the pro-middle class,
which is as expected. On the other hand, TOI is seen to be an outlier,
and is aligned to pro-government and pro-corporate frames. DecH,
IE, HT, and NIE, being close to the origin, are relatively balanced
news-sources. Hindu is aligned more towards the anti-corporate
and anti-government frames. We compare the mean relative cover-
age provided to constituencies by mass media across news-sources
(plots in the appendix), and find that the coverage is consistently
higher for themiddle class (more than 50% coverage for Demonetiza-
tion, Aadhaar, and GST) and government (more than 90% coverage)
constituencies, when compared to the poor (less than 50% coverage
for Demonetization, Aadhaar, and GST). Thus, in terms of coverage
of aspects, we find that mass media in general provides less cov-
erage to aspects related to the poor, and more coverage to middle
class and political aspects. Our analysis thus indicates the presence
of framing effects in Indian mass media. We find that (a) The news-
sources are biased w.r.t. the frames through which they present
their content, and (b) they provide consistently less coverage to
aspects of the poor in general.

5 POLITICAL AFFILIATION OF MASS MEDIA
Data and Method: To study if the media houses are biased to-
wards one of the two major political parties in India – the currently
ruling Bharatiya Janta Party (BJP) and the opposition Indian Na-
tional Congress (INC), we address the question: Is the mass media
biased towards one of the two major political parties? To measure
the alignment of the news-sources towards the two parties, we
detect the ideological stance of statements made about them in the
news articles. These statements are extracted, and classified into
pro and anti BJP/INC classes by the ideology classifier described in
the Methodology section. For each news-source, we aggregate the
pro and anti ideology scores for the two parties, which provides us
with its overall ideological stance.

Analysis and Results:We show the plot for aggregate political
ideology scores for the news-sources in Figure 4. We report the
aggregate political ideology scores for the (BJP,INC) slant for each

news-source: Hindu (0.22,0.51), TOI (0.48,0.1), IE (-0.56,1), HT(-0.04,-
0.25), TeleG (-0.56,-1.14), DecH (-0.56,-1.14), NIE (1,0.93). TOI and
NIE seem to be strongly aligned towards BJP. Hindu and IE are
pro-INC. HT comes out as a relatively neutral source, although
it shows a slight anti-INC leaning. TeleG and DecH, while being
more anti-INC, are against both parties. Thus, the Indian mass
media indeed shows a bias in their political affiliation, based on the
statements they cover about these parties.

6 AUDIENCE AFFILIATION OF MASS MEDIA
We try to understand the audience affiliation of news-sources from
two perspectives, namely the alignment of sources with their fol-
lower community, and the political and ideological news prefer-
ences of these followers.

6.1 Alignment of Mass Media with the
Audience

Data and Method: To answer the research question: Are some
news-sources more closely aligned with their readers (on social media)
than others? We analyze if the readers post more about those policy
aspects that the mass media frequently covers. We consider the
readership community of news-sources as the set of all followers
of the news-source handles on Twitter (TweetFol). The number of
tweets containing article URLs of the four events are 34521 for
Aadhaar, 59489 for Demonetization, 38073 for GST, and 22820 for
Farmers’ Protest, which are used for analysis.

Analysis and Results: We take the followers of each source
(even those who may be following other news sources in addition),
and examine the URLs of the source that are tweeted by its followers.
The euclidean distance between the coverage distributions of mass
media and its social media followers (tweeted article URLs mapped
to the aspects) is shown in Figure 5. The low values (less than 0.5
across all policies) indicate that the mass media and social media
aspect coverages are significantly similar, although some media
sources are closer than others to their followers in terms of aspect
coverage. We also compute the Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD)
between the distribution of a source’s aspect coverage on a policy
and that of its social media community.The JSD values for each
news-source and policy are present in the appendix. We again find
that the news-sources are significantly similar to their followers in
terms of the aspect coverage distributions as is evident from the
low values of JS divergence (ranging between 0.04 and 0.28).

To see if the differences in coverage are significant, we perform
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 2-sample test for each policy event, for
mass media and social media coverage of aspects. We find that the p-
values lie in the range of [0.30,0.89] for Demonetization, [0.19,0.99]
for Aadhaar, [0.37,0.99] for GST, and [0.11,0.86] for Farmers’ Protest.
This shows that the coverage of aspects is significantly similar in
mass media and social media, and that the most media houses align
with their audience in terms of aspect coverage on policies.

6.2 Diversity in terms of Number of
News-Sources Followed

Data and Method: The research question that we try to answer
here is: Do people tend to follow multiple news sources or just a single
source on social media? We measure the number of followers of
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Figure 3: [RQ1b] PCA on frame vectors for the four events for all news-sources

each news-source, and the fraction of them who follow a single
source (hereafter referred to as dedicated followers). We again use
the TweetFol set for this analysis as described earlier.

Analysis and Results:We show in Table 1 the total number of fol-
lowers and the fraction of dedicated followers for each news-source.
We find that a majority of followers follow more than one news-
source. TOI shows the highest dedicated follower count (48.5%),
followed by NIE (30.5%) and DecH (29.5%). For all of the other
sources, more than 80% of their followers follow multiple sources.
This indicates that most social media followers are inclined to follow
multiple sources on Twitter as also corroborated by previous work
[53]. This may be because of the ease of following news-source han-
dles on social media. However, it also indicates that news readers on
social media have a tendency to diversify their news consumption
in terms of the number of sources.

6.3 Diversity in terms of Political and
Ideological Preferences

Data and Method: To observe the diversity in terms of the ideo-
logical and political preferences of the readers following multiple
sources, we address the question: Among those who follow multiple
news sources, do they follow those which have similar ideological or
political affiliations, or different ones? Unlike many earlier studies, in

this work we differentiate between political and ideological affilia-
tions of sources, and consider them as independent axes altogether
– political affiliation refers to the alignment towards or against a set
of political parties (section 5), while ideological affiliation refers to
the alignment towards one or more frames through which content
is presented in media (section 4.2).

From our analysis in sections 4.2 and 5, we first categorize the
news-sources on their ideological and political affiliations as re-
ported in Table 2. Followers of these sources can also be categorized
based on the sources that they follow. We observe the follower com-
munity overlap for pairs of sources, and based on the political and
ideological affiliations of the sources in these pairs, categorize their
followers. We calculate the follower community overlap between
pairs of news-sources as |Fi ∩ Fj |/|Fi ∪ Fj | where Fi and Fj are
follower sets of news-sources i and j, respectively. Based on the
affiliations of the news-sources, we can categorize their followers
into four categories based on whether a given pair of news-sources
followed by them has the same or different political affiliations, and
same or different ideological affiliations. These categories are: [A]
Followers following sources with similar ideological and political
affiliations, [B] Followers following sources with similar political
but different ideological affiliations, [C] Followers following sources
with different and political but similar ideological affiliations, and
[D] Followers following sources with different political and ideo-
logical affiliations. We first enumerate 21 source pairs constructed
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Figure 4: [RQ2] Aggregate political ideology scores of news-sources with respect to BJP and INC

Source # Total Follow-
ers

# Followers Following a Single Source

TOI 11026375 5346622 (48.5%)
HT 6299717 1134958 (18.0%)
HINDU 4842235 899340 (18.6%)
IE 2742133 258610 (9.4 %)
NIE 347149 105749 (30.5%)
TeleG 51885 10057 (19.4%)
DecH 24897 7338 (29.5%)

Table 1: [RQ3b] The total number of followers and the number of dedicated followers (and their percentage) for each source.

Source Ideological Affiliation Pol. Affiliation
TOI pro-corporate, pro-government pro-BJP
HT Neutral anti-INC
HINDU anti-corporate, anti-government pro-INC
IE Neutral pro-INC
NIE Neutral pro-BJP
TeleG pro-poor, pro-middle class, pro-

informal sector
anti-BJP, anti-INC

DecH pro-poor, pro-middle class, pro-
informal sector

anti-BJP, anti-INC

Table 2: Ideological and political affiliations of news sources as obtained from our analysis

from the seven news-sources, and then map each pair to the four
categories. We show the percentage of followers following both
sources in these pairs, given the unique followers for each pair in

Table 3. We define a pair as a dominant pair, if the follower overlap
percentage for the pair is more than 10% (decided based on the skew
observed in each category and highlighted in blue in the table).
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(a) Demonetization (b) Aadhaar

(c) GST (d) Farmers Protest

Figure 5: [RQ3a] Euclidean distance of relative coverage distributions between mass media and social media.

Similar ideological Different ideological
Similar political Category A

NIE,HT(163993,2.5%)
Category B
TeleG,DecH(3123,4%)
Hindu,IE(1874796,32.8%)
TOI,HT(4538316,35.4%)
TOI,NIE(178627,1.5%)

Different political Category C
DecH,NIE(20898,1.9%)
DecH,IE(11300,0.4%)
IE,NIE(161737,5.5%)
DecH,HT(11460,0.1%)
IE,HT(1910074,17.3%)

Category D
TeleG,NIE(10449,2.6%)
TeleG,IE(30712,1.1%)
TeleG,Hindu(54233,0.6%)
Hindu,DecH(12590,0.2%)
Hindu,NIE(187217,3.7%)
TeleG,HT(29626,0.4%)
Hindu,HT(2887160,34.9%)
DecH,TOI(13231,0.1%)
TeleG,TOI(31976,0.2%)
IE,TOI(2031058,17.3%)
Hindu,TOI(3266012,25.9%)

Table 3: [RQ3c] Table showing the four categories of followers based on the affiliations of the news-sources they follow. The
community size in terms of number of followers and percentage of total followers is indicated within braces.

Analysis and Results: We observe from Table 3 that the per-
centage overlap of followers, their absolute number, and the number
of dominant pairs are all significantly higher for the category of
followers following sources with different ideological affiliations

(categories B and D), when compared to the category of followers
following sources with similar ideological affiliations (categories A
and C), indicating that followers prefer to follow ideologically di-
verse sources more than ideologically similar ones. A similar trend
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is found for political affiliation of sources as well (categories (C, D)
and (A,B)). Thus, one of the reasons to follow multiple sources on
social media may be to achieve ideological and political diversity
in news consumption. From these two category groups, we also
find that followers tend to diversify more in terms of ideological
preferences than political preferences.

We also study if there exists any dependency between the politi-
cal and ideological news preferences of followers. Table 3 shows
that followers with similar ideological preferences do not varymuch
in terms of their political preferences (categories A and C), but the
reverse is true (categories A and B). This observation may indicate
that although some followers may have similar political preferences,
they prefer to read the different frames through which a story is
covered. These findings indicate that the political preferences of
followers might depend on their ideological preferences.

We find the largest percentage and number of followers, for both
overall and the dominant pairs for Category D, indicating that many
followers want to break their echo chambers both ideologically and
politically by diversifying news consumption. Therefore, there ex-
ist signs of diversity in the political and ideological preferences of
social media followers of news-sources, who in general exhibit a
weaker political than ideological diversity. Considering the ideo-
logical and political affiliation of sources as a proxy for followers’
ideological and political preferences, we observe a dependency of
political preference on ideological preference.

7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The research question that we try to answer in this paper is: Is the
mass media biased in how it represents different policies? We study
three different axes of media bias, namely ideological affiliation,
political affiliation, and audience affiliation. Our analysis shows
that the Indian media is indeed biased corresponding to all three
of these axes. Comparing the findings of prior work and our own
findings, we see that our work validates the different theories of
mass media bias and the way social media aids in furthering these
biases.

We observe that the Indian mass media is ideologically biased in
terms of the coverage it provides to different policy aspects, and the
frames through which they are presented (RQ-1a,b). These findings
are in line with several previous works that show that news-sources
fine-tune their coverage of events based on the ideological inclina-
tion of their audience. Boykoff [10] performed content analysis on
the coverage of a set of events related to the global justice move-
ment in some prominent and influential newspapers and television
networks in the US. They found five dominant frames through
which such events were presented. The authors argued that the
reason behind this framing bias was the need for the dissidents’
need to gain peoples’ attention through mass media, and mass
media’s need to cover such movements. Smith et al. [62] studied
protest events in two prominent newspapers in the US, and showed
that the mass media packaged protest events through ideological
frames to appeal to the general public and influential third parties.
Morstatter et al. [40] found evidence of framing in news-sources
across multiple geographies for an event related to European de-
fense, and found that news-sources from multiple geographies use
these frames to attract audience.

Our findings are in line with these works. We find that the media
mostly reports through frames that target the middle class, which
forms their primary target audience. Several media houses also
provide a significant coverage to political statements and rhetoric,
since this too brings audience attention. However, nearly all media
houses provide an insignificant coverage to the frames correspond-
ing to the poor, since the poor do not form the primary audience
for English mainstream media in India. Thus, we find that ideologi-
cal biases in mass media lead to a deficiency in coverage of issues
related to the poor.

We also find that the difference between the distributions of
mass media and social media coverage of aspects is insignificant.
Additionally, since the mass media provides an insignificant cov-
erage to the immediate aspects of the poor [57], the social media
community reflects a similar behavior as well. The results hint to-
wards the fact that the Twitter follower community chiefly consists
of the middle class, and is less keen on talking about the immediate
aspects impacting the poor. Additionally, the poor often not being
present on social media (especially Twitter), are unable to represent
their own issues on it.

Mass media also exhibits political biases w.r.t. the two largest
political parties in India (RQ-2). Budak et al. [11] presented a similar
finding in the US context, i.e., they found a majority of the consid-
ered news outlets to be biased, in terms of the criticism they exhibit
with respect to the two major political parties, while maintaining an
objective reporting style. We found that Indian news-sources cov-
ered both pro- and anti-statements corresponding to a party [30].
This may also reflect the long-term or short-term political affilia-
tions of mass media based on their ownership networks. Our results
are corroborated also by commonly believed political affiliations of
news-sources [38], e.g., TeleG is known to be a leftist news-source,
and it does exhibit an anti alignment towards both parties, which
do not follow the leftist ideology. NIE and TOI are both known to be
pro-BJP as also shown by our analysis. IE, believed to be supported
by the INC, shows a clear pro-INC alignment.

As observed by Saez-Trumper et al. [51], the social media fol-
lower community is seen to further these biases for the news-
sources considered in our study. Contrary to the existing literature
on echo chambers in social media [8, 46], however, we find some
signs of followers trying to diversify their news consumption on
social media w.r.t. their political and ideological preferences (RQ-
3a,b,c). We also see that the followers tend to diversify more in
terms of their ideological than political preferences, indicating that
the political preferences might take a considerable amount of time
to change as discussed in previous studies [45]. Thus, even in cases
of majoritarian politics (like in India where currently the centrally
ruling party BJP is the single largest party in the Parliament), there
are indications of ideological diversity among readers, which may
even translate into a change in political preferences in the future.

Our research also poses some interesting questions for further
investigation. We showed in this work that the social media com-
munity of followers tend to follow news sources with different
ideological and political biases. As part of future work, we also
wish to find out the relationship between biases existing in news
content and user engagement on social media, i.e., how and what
type of users interact with biased mass media content. There have
been several early studies on these lines [28, 64], which established
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users’ tendencies to prefer polarized media outlets that suit their
own political preferences. Garimella and Weber [23] established
that the impact of this behavior is also reflected in social media,
in the US context. The authors showed the steady increase in the
following of polarized media houses by the social media audience,
over a span of seven years.

The news-sources considered are all mainstream national dailies,
and we do not currently consider opinions and editorials in this
study. Thus, most of the articles that we analyzed exhibit an objec-
tive reporting. While we analyze the sentiment slant of articles to
understand their ideological framing biases, this also motivates us
to understand how the news-sources spin stories to frame them in
a desired way. Recent work [5] on automated NLP based methods
to detect issue specific and generic spin of political news can be
leveraged in this respect. This analysis will be more relevant once
we extend the current work to fringe outlets, opinions and editori-
als, and other regional news sources, which are known to exhibit a
polar reporting style, and at times, to disseminate misinformation.

Our analysis of audience affiliation of news sources can also be
extended to study the correlation between audience affiliation and
the social media connections of the audience. For instance, to find
out if followers of news sources with a particular political affili-
ation also tend to follow other social media users with the same
affiliation, resulting in formation of polarized cohorts (tribalism in
social media), and how these cohorts evolve over time, provided
the occurrence of various political events. In this direction, Tokita
et al. [66] established that social media gets increasingly sorted po-
litically (leading to diminished cross-ideology connections among
users), when media houses report differently on political issues. To
understand the polarization among social media users, their social
media connections, profile information, and the influential nodes
that they are connected to can be leveraged. On similar lines, we
can also study the role of Twitter bots in spreading biased news or
misinformation in social media, and their impact on these cohorts.
A similar study by Aldayel et al. [3] studied the roles of bots in
polarizing the political discourse on social media.

Although we study economic policy aspects in this work, our
methods are easily generalizable to any other domain of bias anal-
ysis like analysis of bias in policy documents, political speeches
and debates, news belonging to other domains apart from politics,
etc. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first framework for
automated bias analysis of media along multiple axes of ideological,
political, and audience affiliation that uses longitudinally analyzed
web data of large scale. We also developed a method to identify
the dominant frames in media discourse on policy events, using
a mix of qualitative and computational techniques, which can be
used to identify dominant frames for any set of events with a gentle
amount of manual intervention. This method of frame identification
can help understand the position of media houses with respect to
different sections of citizens, aiding in self-regulation of media and
provisioning appropriate representation to all sections of people.
Additionally, it can aid news readers in further diversifying their
news consumption, by providing them signals of media bias along
different axes, thereby reducing the impact of bias originating from
a single set of sources.

Limitations: Our work has a few limitations with respect to the

study of audience affiliation of news sources. First, we have studied
the news consumption preferences of only the social media fol-
lower community of the news-sources. Our findings thus cannot
be generalized to the Indian population. Second, while we have
studied the followers of the news-sources, and considered their fol-
lowership as a proxy for their news consumption preferences, this
is not necessarily true. It may be better to capture the engagement
(reactions, retweets, and comments) of users with news handles on
Twitter, or with tweets covered by news-sources to get a proper
sense of their news consumption patterns.

There also exist some methodological limitations. The five con-
stituencies studied in this work are determined by three annotators
knowledgeable about the policies considered, after manually going
through the news articles. This can still lead to subjectivity. A better
approach might be to survey more readers to determine the con-
stituencies in terms of topics and concerns. Another limitation is
the limited amount of training data to identify statement/sentence
level political biases of news sources. We can augment our dataset
with other datasets that have been annotated for political affiliation
at the sentence level. This will help us train our model with larger
volume of data. Finally, since a large percentage of Indian readers
consume news from regional sources, inclusion of regional and
vernacular sources in our analysis is important.
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A APPENDIX
A.1 Keywords to Collect News Articles
The final set of keywords used to collect the articles pertaining to
the four economic policies are shown in Table 4.

A.2 Relative Coverage of Aspects
In this section, we present the relative aspect coverage provided by
the mass media and social media to different policies. We look at the
aggregate coverage distributions. Aggregate aspect coverage across
all news-sources is calculated by summing up the number of words
belonging to the aspect across these sources, and then dividing
this number by the total number of words across all aspects in all
news-sources for that policy. Figure 6 shows the distributions. From
the plots, it is evident that the social media follower community
closely follows the coverage trend of aspects in the mass media.
This is also established in our main paper. The Pearson correlation
coefficients for the aspect coverage distributions of mass media and
social media are: 0.92 for Demonetization, 0.90 for Aadhaar, 0.94
for GST, and 0.66 for Farmers’Protest. The low correlation for the
last event arises from just two aspects: Irrigation concerns and water
pollution and Crimes and suicides in farmer community. These two
aspects are much highly posted about on Twitter (compared to the
mass media), being sensitive issues related to the farmers. For the
other three policies, the high values of correlation indicate towards
a high alignment between the mass media and social media aspect
coverage. We obtain similar trends even when we do this analysis
for individual news-sources, which we do not report in this paper.

From the plots, it is also clear that both mass media and social
media are biased in terms of aspect coverage, i.e., there exists a
significant imbalance in the coverage of aspects. To state empiri-
cally, for Demonetization, Aadhaar, GST, and Farmers’ Protests, the
relative coverages in mass media for the highest and lowest cov-
ered aspects are (15.9%,0.8%), (9.9%,1.4%), (19%,2.3%), and (18%,0.1%),
respectively. For the social media follower community, these are
(26%,0.5%), (13.6%,0.6%), (14.1%,0.06%), and (31.6%,0.03%), respec-
tively. The high inequities observed in these ordered pairs are in-
dicative of the bias in aspect coverage exhibited by both mass media
and social media.

A.3 Coverage of Constituencies by Mass Media
In this section, we analyze the relative coverage provided by mass
media to the five constituencies of poor, middle class, corporate, in-
formal sector, and government. For each constituency, we aggregate
the relative coverages provided to the aspects belonging to the
constituency using the following equation:

relative_constituency_coveraдe =
∑
aϵconst wa∑
aspϵAwasp

(4)

where a and asp are aspects, A is the set of all aspects for a policy
event, and wa is the total number of words across all articles for
aspect a. We show the constituency coverage for each policy even
in figure 7. We observe from these plots that for Demonetization,
Aadhaar, andGST, the coverage provided to the immediate problems
of the poor are significantly lesser than that provided to the politics
around a policy issue (represented by theGovernment constituency).
Only in case of Farmers’ Protests is the coverage provided to poor

high. This is because most discussions on issues of farmers involve
poor farmers and daily wagers, and both the ruling party and the
opposition make a significant number of statements in the mass
media on this sensitive issue. The least discussion happens for the
constituency informal sector, which includes a significant portion of
the total workforce in India [39], and includes workers, labourers,
vendors, and small traders belonging to the unorganized sector
with often low levels of income. In tables 5, 6, 7, and 8 we report
the KS-statistics (2-sample test) of relative coverage for each pair
of the five constituencies. The high values of KS-statistics along
with the low p-values indicate that the difference in coverages are
significant with above 99% significance level (that is, we can safely
reject the null hypothesis that the coverages come from the same
distribution for two different constituencies). This also indicates the
existence of a constituency bias in mass media. The snapshot of our
coding schema for Demonetization, and the aspect-to-constituency
alignment matrices are shown in tables 11, 12, 13, and 14.

A.4 Similarity between Mass Media and Social
Media in terms of Aspect Coverage

Table 15 shows the JS Divergence between the aspect coverage
distribution of mass media sources and their corresponding social
media communities, for each policy.
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Keywords (manually selected)
Demonetization: demonitisation, demonitization, denomination note, cash withdrawal, swipe machine, unaccounted money, withdrawal limit, pos machine,
fake currency, digital payment, digital transaction, cash transaction, cashless economy, black money, cash crunch, currency switch, long queue, demonetised
note, cashless transaction, note ban, currency switch
Aadhaar: aadhar, aadhaar, adhar, adharcard, aadharcard, aadhaarcard, uidai, aadhar card, public distribution system, pds, ration card, ration, e-pos
GST: gst, goods and service tax, goods & services tax, gabbar singh tax, goods service tax, goods and services tax
Farmers’ Protest: farm loan, crop loan, farmer suicide, debt waiver, waiver scheme, farming community, farmer agitation, plight farmer, distressed farmer,
farmer issue, farmers protest, farmers’ protest, agrarian crisis, agrarian unrest, farmers protests, farmers’ protests, loan waivers, loan waiver, agriculture
protest, farmers’ march

Table 4: List of manually collected keywords used to extract articles (and tweets) corresponding to the economic policy events.
Here, we only show themanually selected keywords after converting them to lowercase, and after pre-processing of the articles
was done.

(a) Demonetization

(b) Aadhaar

(c) GST
(d) Farmers’ Protest

Figure 6: Aggregate relative coverage provided by the mass media and its social media follower community corresponding to
each policy. The blue bars show the aggregate aspect coverage for mass media, while the red ones show the coverage for social
media.

Poor Middle Class Corporate Informal
Sector

Govt.

Poor 0 0.43 0.86 0.86 1
Middle Class 0.43 0 1 0.86 1
Corporate 0.86 1 0 0.43 1
Informal Sector 0.86 0.86 0.43 0 1
Government 1 1 1 1 0

Table 5: KS statistics (2-sample test) for relative coverage provided by the mass media to the five constituencies for Demoneti-
zation. All p-values lie below 0.05.
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Poor Middle Class Corporate Informal
Sector

Govt.

Poor 0 1 0.71 1 1
Middle Class 1 0 1 1 1
Corporate 0.71 1 0 1 1
Informal Sector 1 1 1 0 1
Government 1 1 1 1 0

Table 6: KS statistics (2-sample test) for relative coverage provided by the mass media to the five constituencies for Aadhaar.
All p-values lie below 0.05.

Poor Middle Class Corporate Informal
Sector

Govt.

Poor 0 1 1 0.57 1
Middle Class 1 0 0.43 1 1
Corporate 1 0.43 0 1 1
Informal Sector 0.57 1 1 0 1
Government 1 1 1 1 0

Table 7: KS statistics (2-sample test) for relative coverage provided by the mass media to the five constituencies for GST. All
p-values lie below 0.05.

Poor Middle Class Corporate Informal
Sector

Govt.

Poor 0 1 1 1 1
Middle Class 1 0 1 1 1
Corporate 1 1 0 0.71 1
Informal Sector 1 1 0.71 0 1
Government 1 1 1 1 0

Table 8: KS statistics (2-sample test) for relative coverage provided by the mass media to the five constituencies for Farmers’
Protests. All p-values lie below 0.05.

Constituency Does the article primarily tar-
get:

Normative Definition

Poor - Labourers, workers in factories
and small mills (e.g., textile and
diamond-cutting mills), migrant
workers and labourers, poor people
belonging to the lowest level of in-
come, and workers without bank ac-
counts

Poor people at the lowest levels
of income. This includes labourers
and factory workers without bank
accounts. The welfare schemes
which target the poor directly, like
PMGKDS also come in the ambit
of this class. Casual workers (work-
ing on contractual basis) with daily
wage below 200 INR.

Middle class - Workers employed in sectors with
higher income range (e.g., daily wa-
gers working in garment based ac-
tivities like stitching), workers for
whom absence of bank accounts is
not specifically mentioned, ATMs,
cash withdrawal limit, Note ex-
change at post offices, banks, cus-
tomers, ...

Middle class people who suffered
the immediate aftermath of the
policy move like standing in long
queues at ATMs, lack of money ex-
change at banks and post offices,
and so on. Workers and daily wa-
gers ...

Table 9: Snapshot of coding schema for Demonetization (part 1): the schema is used to map aspects to the relevant constituen-
cies accurately, with minimum subjectivity. The final schema has been updated after multiple rounds of discussion and due
deliberation.
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(a) Demonetization (b) Aadhaar

(c) GST (d) Farmers’ Protest

Figure 7: Relative coverage provided by the mass media to each of the five constituencies for the four policies. The news-
sources are shown in the x-axis from left to right in the order: The Hindu, Hindustan Times, The Times of India, Telegraph,
New Indian Express, Indian Express, and Deccan Herald

Constituency Does the article primarily tar-
get:

Normative Definition

Corporate Manufacturing companies, indus-
tries, MSMEs, factories, multina-
tionals, businesses, big real estate
companies, Entrepreneurs, busi-
nessmen, bizmen, Import, export,
raw material, brands, marketing,
Sensex, investors, NSE, NIFTY, BSE,
foreign capital ...

Big business houses, industrialists,
SMEs and MNCs, and corporate
business houses in general.

Informal sector and small
traders

Unorganized sector, informal sec-
tor, companies not registered, un-
registered enterprises, Small ven-
dors/businesses, ...

Unorganized sector, unregistered
companies, small traders, and ven-
dors.

Government State/Central government, state,
centre, Name of prominent politi-
cian, minister, ministry, MP/MLA,
their relatives, Names/positions of
important government officials and
designations ...

State and central government, pol-
icy makers, ministers, ministries,
MPs, MLAs, and their relatives. Dis-
cussions in Parliament or assem-
blies about the narrative on Demon-
etization also come in this class.

Table 10: Snapshot of coding schema for Demonetization (part 2): the schema is used tomap aspects to the relevant constituen-
cies accurately, with minimum subjectivity. The final schema has been updated after multiple rounds of discussion and due
deliberation.
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Aspect Poor Middle Class Corporate Inf. Sec-
tor

Govt.

Failure of RBI to answer
questions raised post de-
monetisation

0 -1 -1 0 1

Negative impact of De-
monetisation on small and
medium scale industries
and its employees

-1 -1 -1 -1 1

Long queues at banks and
ATMs and cash crunch

0 1 1 1 0

Court verdicts related to
demonetisation and penal-
ties issued for black money
hoarders

1 1 -1 0 1

Negative impact on retail
and stock markets and sus-
picious deposits in bank ac-
counts

-1 -1 -1 0 1

Table 11: Snapshot of alignment matrix for Demonetization. We show only five aspects in this table out of the 16 aspects for
Demonetization.

Aspect Poor Middle Class Corporate Inf. Sec-
tor

Govt.

Positive effect of climatic
conditions on agriculture
yield

-1 0 0 0 0

Opposition’s protests and
concerns on problems re-
lated to farmers (including
Demonetization)

1 0 0 0 -1

Educational Drives and
Social Awareness on
Farmer’s Distress

-1 0 0 0 0

Politics in Maharash-
tra/Punjab over Compen-
sation and Loan waiver for
farmers

-1 0 0 0 1

Variation in Crop Prices
with monsoon season

-1 -1 0 -1 0

Table 12: Snapshot of alignment matrix for Farmers’ Protests. We show only five aspects in this table out of the 14 aspects for
Farmers’ Protests.
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Aspect Poor Middle Class Corporate Inf. Sec-
tor

Govt.

Requirement of Aadhaar
for passport and other ser-
vices (concessions)

0 1 0 0 1

Fake ration cards caught
due to Aadhaar linkage,
aiding in the good of poor
and middle class

1 1 0 0 1

Installation of e-pos sys-
tems for Aadhaar enabled
PDS causing resentment
among poor and middle
class

-1 -1 0 0 1

Digitization of Aadhaar
enabled employees’ prov-
ident fund, attendance sys-
tems at public offices, and
cashless payments helping
the middle class

0 1 0 0 1

Requirement of Aadhaar
for school admission and
the middle class

0 1 0 0 1

Table 13: Snapshot of alignment matrix for Aadhaar. We show only five aspects in this table out of the 17 aspects for Aadhaar.

Aspect Poor Middle
Class

Corporate Informal Sector Government

Sensex/Market rejoices on
GST rollout

0 1 1 1 1

GST Bill implementation
in State Legislative Assem-
blies

0 1 1 1 0

Traders hassles to meet
GST registration dead-
line and changes in
sensex/nifty

0 0 -1 -1 -1

Fears of Capital Crunch
among traders before GST
Rollout

0 0 1 0 1

Training Programmes for
Creating GST Awareness

0 0 1 1 1

Table 14: Snapshot of alignment matrix for GST. We show only five aspects in this table out of the 11 aspects for GST.

News Source Demonetization Aadhaar GST Farmers Protest
TweetFol TweetFol TweetFol TweetFol

Hindu 0.12 0.08 0.17 0.15
HT 0.13 0.03 0.18 0.07
IE 0.14 0.03 0.28 0.08
NIE 0.11 0.04 0.13 0.07
TeleG – 0.11 – 0.07
TOI 0.11 0.04 0.12 0.04
DecH 0.12 0.10 0.15 0.11

Table 15: [RQ3] JS divergence showing difference in aspect coverage betweenmassmedia and social media: for TeleG, we could
not find any tweet for Demonetization and GST. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov 2-sample test also suggest that the aspect coverage
are significantly similar between the mass media and social media.
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